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　　　　　　　（English　Linguistics）
1．Problems
　　In　the　attempt　to　derive　the　fmdamental　nature　of　locality　that　reflexive　pronouns
show　in　relation　with　their　antecedents，Zwart（2002）proposes　that　they　are　merged　with
their　antecedents　at　some　early　stage　of　the　derivation．In　the　derivation　of　sentence（1），
for　example，the　coreference　ofヵh％and　h♂解sεグis　established，not　because　the　latter　is
c－commanded　by　the　former　at　LF（e．g．，Chomsky（1981，1986，1995）），but　because　they
are　merged　together　to　form　a　single　unit　and　then　introduced　into　the　derivation　as　the
complement　of7600甥zn6雇64as　in（2a）．At　a　later　stage　of　the　derivation，ヵhn　is
extracted　out　of　the　nominal　complex　Dbhηhiアns雄］to　merge　with　the　verbal　complex
headed　by　zノ，serving　as　the　recipient　of　the　agent　role，as　in　（2b）．
（1）John　recommended　himself
（2）a．［vP［v・［v　recommended］［John　himself］］］
　　　b．［，P　John［び・∂［vP［v・［v　recommended］［John　himself］］］］］
Zwart’s　attempt　to　reduce　the　stmctural　relation　ofreflexives　and　their　antecedents　to　A－
movementrelation　is　successful　in　many　anaphoric　configurations，but　it　isnoted　thatthis
“reductionistic”approach　is　not　compatible　with　the　traditiona1“raising／passivization”
treatment　of　the　following　sentences．
（3）a．John　seems　to　himself　to　be　a　genius
　　　b．John　was　expected　by　himself　to　become　class　president
Most　traditional　analyses　take　it　for　granted　that　both　of　the　matrix　subjects　in（3a）and
（3b）have　raised（A－moved）from　the　embedded，infinitival　subject　positions　as　in（4a〉
and　（4b），respectively．
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（4）a・［TP　John［∂p　seem一∂［vP［to　himself］［V・t，eem［、P　tJ。hn　to　be　a　genius］］］］］
　　　b．［Tp　John　was［vp　expected［by　himself］［、P　tJ。、n　to　become　class　president］］］
If　these　analyses　were　held　intact，then　extraction　of　the　antecedentノδhn　out　of　the
reflexive－antecedent　complex［ノδhn　h伽s6グ］would　inevitably　require　postulation　of
downward　movement：
（5）a・［TP　John［∂p　seem一∂［vP［to［John　himself］］［V・tseem［、P　tJ。hn　to　be　a　genius］］］］］
b．［Tp　John　was［vp　expected［by［John　himself］］［、P　tJ。hn　to　become　class　presi－
　　dent］］］
Both　in（5a）and（5b），ヵhn　would　have　to　make　a　downward　movement　frQm　the
reflexive－antecedent　complex　residing　in　the　matrix　clause　to　thematic　positions　in　the
embedded　infinitival　clauses．This　analysis　is　obviously　unwelcome，given　the　Extension
Condition（Chomsky（1993））．
（6）No　operation　Merge　applying　to　a　phrase　markerαtargets　a　node　dominated　by
　　　α・
Zwart　tries　to　avoid　this　unwelcome　result　by　stipulating　that　the　sentences　in（3a）and
（3b）have　lost　their　raising　and　passive　characteristics，respectively．1But　this　stipulation
is　unmotivated．
　　This　paper　argues　that　this　type　of　reductionistic　approach　to　the　Binding　Condition
（A）is　not　incompatible　at　all　with　the　binding　facts　in　the　raising　and　passive　constmc．
tions　exemplified　by（3a，b）．Rather，the　binding　phenomena　in　the　these　constructions
give　further　support　to　such　an　approach．Section2deals　with（3a，b）and　shows　that　the
relevantsyntacticpr・pertiesareneatlyacc・untedf・rbyareducti・nisticapPr。acht。the
Binding　Condition（A）．Section3considers　consequences　of　the　analysis　in　Section2，
which　are　shown　to　give　independent　support　to　the　approach．Section4concludes　the
discussion．
1He　suggests　that（3a）has　acquired　a　control　structure，and（3b），an　adjectival　structure．
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2．Binding　in　raising　and　passive　constructions
　　Before　going　into　the　details　of　the　analysis　of　the　binding　phenomena　in　the　raising
constmction，1et　us　first　take　a　look　at　the　following　sets　of　sentences．
（7）a．Johni　seems　to　himselfi　to　be　a　nice　guy（Lebeaux（1991：228））
　　　b．Luciei　seems　to　herselfi　to　be　beyond　suspicion
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Reinhart＆Reuland（1993：704））
　　　c．Johni　seems　to　himselfi　to　be　a　genius（Zwart（2002：293））
（8）a．＊li　seem　to　myselfi　to　be　clever（Posta1（1971：33））
　　　b．＊theyi　seem　to　themselvesi　to　like　John
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Baker，Johnson，＆Roberts（1989：227））
These　data　suggest　that　there　are　two　groups　of　speakers，with　the　difference　lying　in　the
treatment　of　the　stmcture　given　in（9）．
（9）Raising　configuration
　　　（＊）．．．αi．．．reflexivei＿ti．．．
For　convenience’s　sake，1et　us　call　the　group　of　speakers　that　allows　coreference　ofαand
a　reflexive　element　in（9）“LRRZ，”and　the　group　that　rejects　such　coreference“PBJR．”
　　Therefore，in　light　of　the　reductionistic　approach　to　the　Binding　Condition（A）that
Zwart　put　forth　and　we　argue　to　be　valid　here，there　are　in　fact　two　issues　to　be　dealt　with：
one　is　the　principled　account　of　the　availability　of　coreference　interpretation　in　the
speaker　group　of　LRRZ　as　in（7a－c）and　the　other　is　the　account　of　the　lack　of　such
interpretation　in　the　PBJR　group　as　in（8a，b）．
　　We　will　first　consider　why　LRRZ　allows　coreference　within　the　framework　of　the
reductionist　model　of　the　Binding　Condition（A），which　answers　the　question　posited　in
section1．Zwart（2002）proposes　that　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　in（10）is　headed
by　the　reflexive，and　that　the　non－head　element（i．e．，antecedent）obligatorily　moves　out
of　this　complex　to“get”aθ一role　and　Case．
（10）［xp　John　himself］
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If　this　is　the　case，then　theθ一role　that　XP“gets”upon　its　first　introduction　into　the
derivation　is　obligatorily‘‘assigned”to　the　head　reflexive　element．Therefore，it　follows
that　when　a　reflexive　pronoun　occupies　anθ一position　at　a　superficial　stmcture，the
relevant　reflexive－antecedent　complex　must　have　been　introduced　into　exactly　the　same
position　at　the　initial　stage　of　the　relevant　derivation．The　proposal　that　the　reflexive
pronoun　heads　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　is　intended　to　capture　the　hierarchical
relation　between　the　relative　pronoun　and　its　antecedent：the　latter　must“c－commands”
the　former．Since，given　the　Extension　Condition，movement　always　displaces　the　moved
element　to　a　position　from　which　it“c－commands”the　original　position，the　hierarchical
relation　between　the　two　elements　follows　from　the　proposa1．
　　However，there　is　no　clear　evidence　that乃hn　is　extracted　out　of　the　dominating
reflexive－antecedent　complex．A　more　natural　explanation　of　the　hierarchical　relation　of
reflexive－antecedent　pairs　is　available．Consider　the　sentence　in　（11）．
（11）John　recommended　himself
The　derivation　of　this　sentence　proceeds　roughly　in　the　following　way．First，the
reflexive－antecedent　complexレ6h勉h魏s6グ］is　merged　with　the　predicate　z660窺7n6n464
as　in（12a），where　it　receives　the　themeθ一role．Next，not　the　antecedentヵhn　itself　but
the　whole　nominal　complex　moves　to　Spec一∂P　to　receive　the　agentθ一role　asin（12b〉，and
then　the　relevant　phonological　features　are　deleted　complementarily，as　in（12c）．
（12）a．［vp　recommended［John　himself］］
　　　　b・［∂P［John　himself］∂［vP　recommended［John　himself］］］
　　　　c。［∂p［John㎞f］∂［V，recommended［テ曲himself］］］
This　complementary　deletion　of　phonological　features　is　extended　to　cover　the　following
extraction　phenomena（see　Johnson（1984：108ff））．
（13）a．Alawyerappearedwithgreeneyes
　　　　b．＊A　lawyer　appealed　with　green　eyes
The　grammaticality　of（13a）is　explained　in　our　framework　in　the　following　way．The
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complex　DPα」側ッ67伽∠h　g766ηの6s　is　first　introduced　into　the　complement　position　of
the　unaccusative　verb　o：吻）θα7as　in（14a），and　then　raises　to　Spec－TP　as　in（14b），where
the　complementary　deletion　of　the　relevant　phonological　features　produces（14c）．
（14）a．［vp　appear［Dp　a　lawyer　with　green　eyes］］
　　　　b．［Tp［Dp　a　lawyer　with　green　eyes］T［vp　appear［DP　a　lawyer　with　green　eyes］］］
　　　　c．［Tp［，p　a　lawyer　w聯eyes］T［Vp　appear［Dp　a備with　green　eyes］］］
In（14b），on　the　other　hand，the　verb‘z鋤6αl　is　not　unaccusative　but　ergative，so　that　there
isno　postverbal　thematic　positionfor　the　subjectnominal　expression　to　occur　at　aninitial
stage　of　the　derivation．
　　Retuming　to　the　discussion　surrounding　the　derivation　in（12a－c），1et　us　adopt　the
assumption　that　the　hierarchical　relation　of　the　reflexive　pronom　and　its　antecedent　is
not　due　to　the　intemal　stmcture　of　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　as　Zwart　proposes，
but　due　to　the　nature　of　the　complementary　deletion　rule　of　phonological　features．Given
this　assumption，the　proposal　that　the　relative　pronoun　heads　the　relative－antecedent
complex　loses　its　grounds．What　is　necessary　is　only　that　the　reflexive　pronoun　and　its
antecedent　forms　a　single　unit．The　question　of　which　element　heads　the　complex　is
indeed　interesting　theoretically，but　insofar　as　no　theory　is　constructible　at　the　present
stage　thatmeetshighfalsifiability，we　hadbetterleavethe　issue　open．We　are，then，1eft
with　two　options：（i）the　internal　stmcture　of　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　is
symmetric，or（ii）either　of　the　reflexive　pronoun　or　its　antecedent　heads　the　complex．
The　following　discussion　is　not　affected　by　our　choice　of　option（i）or（ii），so　that　we　do
not　go　into　the　details　of　the　choice　here．
　　Once　the　proposal　that　the　reflexive　pronoun　obligatorily　heads　the　reflexive－anteced－
ent　complex　is　lost，theθ一role　that　the　complex“gets”at　the　initial　stage　of　the
derivation　may　be　assigned　to　either　the　reflexive　pronoun　or　its　antecedent．This　is
where　our　analysis　differs　from　Zwart’s．In　this　light，reconsider　the　derivation　of（7c），
reproduced　here　as（15）．
（15）Johni　seems　to　himselfi　to　be　a　genius（＝（7c））（Zwart（2002：293））
This　sentence　can　be　derived　in　the　following　way．
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（16）a．［John　himself］
　　　　b．［sc［John　himself］a　genius］
　　　　c．［，P［John　himself］to［VP　be［sc［John　himself］a　genius］］］
　　　　d。［v・seem［，P［John　himself］to［VP　be［sc［John　himself］a　genius］］］］
　　　　e．［VP［John　himself］［v・seem［IP［John　himself］to［VP　be［sc［John　himself］a
　　　　　　geniUS］］］］2
　　　　f．［TP［John　himself］T［VP［John　himself］［v・seem［IP［John　himself］to［VP　be
　　　　　　［sc［John　himself］a　genius］］］］］
　　　　g．［Tp［John　h酬f］T［vp［蜘himself］［V・seem［Ip［一］to［Vp　be
　　　　　　［sc　［テObn→繍］a　geniUS］］］］］
First，力hn　and　h加s6グare　merged　as　in（16），and　the　complex　merges　with　o　g6n加，
forming　a　small　clause　as　in（16b），where　the　complex［ヵh％h加s6グ］receives　the　theme
θ一role．Let　us　suppose　for　expository　purposes　that　the　themeθ一role　is　assigned　to力hn．
At　a　later　stage　of　the　derivation，the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　raises　to　Spec－IP　as
in（16c），and　then　raises　to　the　specifier　position　of　s66窺，as　in（16e），where　it　receives
the　themeθ一role　from　s667n．Sinceヵhn　in　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　has　already
been　assigned　aθ一role，this　newly　availableθ一role　is　ultimately　assigned　to　hi7ns6グ．The
derivation　then　proceeds　as　in（16f），where　the　complex　moves　into　Spec－TP，and　the
complementary　deletion　mle　applies　as　in（16g）．
　　The　derivation　can　be　illustrated　as　in（17）below．
2At　this　stage，the　reflexive－pronoun　complex　receives　an　inherent　Case，which　is　realized　as！o．That渉o
is　simply　a　realization　of　Case　and　does　not　project　a　PP　projection　is　suggested　by　the　fact　that　h吻in
the　following　sentences　c－commands　into　the　embedded　clauses，giving　rise　to　a　violation　of　the　Binding
Condition　（C）．
　　（i）a．＊it　seems［to　him1］that　Johniシs　mother　is　wonderful
　　　　b。＊it　seems［to　himl］that　John，is　a　nice　guy（Lebeaux（1991：229））
If渉o　h12n　were　to　form　a　PP，such　a　c－command　relation　between　h魏and力hn　would　not　hold　and　we
would　be　left　with　no　account　of　the　lack　of　coreference　interpretation．
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（17）　　　　　　TP
　　　　　　　　　John　　　　VP
　　　　　［（to）himself蜘］／又＼
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　seem　　　　　IP
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　［　　　　　］
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　be
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　［
VP
SC
］ ［a　geniUS］
The　point　that　distinguishes　our　analysis　from　Zwart’s　is　that　our　analysis　allows　the　first
θ一role　that　the　reflexive－antecedent　receives　at　an　initial　stage　of　the　derivation　to　be
assigned　either　to　the　reflexive　or　to　its　antecedent．In（17），the　themeθ一role　thatα
96n勉s　assigns　is　ultimately　given　toノ∂hn．
　　Having　shown　that　raising　constmctions　like（7a－c）are　generated　licitly　in　LRRZ
within　the　framework　of　the　reductionist　approach　to　the　Binding　Condition（A），we　will
tum　to　the　question　of　why　a　similar　derivation　is　unavailable　in　PBJR．The　reason　I
would　like　to　propose　is　the　constraint　in（18），which　PBJR　has　and　LRRZ　lacks．
（18）The　firstθ一role　that　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　receives　must　ultimately
　　　　be　assigned　to　the　reflexive　pronoun．
Consider　（8a，b），repeated　here　as　（19a，b）．
（19）a．＊Ii　seem　to　myselfi　to　be　clever（Posta1（1971：33））
　　　　b．＊theyi　seem　to　themselvesi　to　like　John
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Baker，Johnson，＆Roberts（1989：227））
If　the　constraint（18）is　operative，the　reflexive－antecedent　complexes（［1鰐s6グ］in
（19a）and［1h6ッ！h6窺s61∂6s］in（19b））must　initially　be　introduced　to　the　specifier　position
of　s66アn　as　in（20a，b），respectively．Otherwise，interpretation　of7nダs6グand1h6“多s61∂6s　as
the　theme　of　s召θ窺would　be　mavailable．
（20）a．［vp［（to）I　myself］［v・seem［lp．．．］］］
　　　　b．［vp［（to）they　themselves］［v・seem［Ip．．．］］］
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Given　the　derivation　shown　in（20a，b），assignment　ofθ一roles　to　l　and！hの，requires
postulation　of　downward　movement　into　the　embedded　infinitival　clauses，which　is
prohibited　by　the　Extension　Condition　as　Zwart　notes．Therefore，those　speakers　that
have　the　constraint　in（18）cannot　generate　sentences　like（19a，b）．
　　To　summarize　the　discussion，the　availability　of　coreference　interpretation　for　LRRZ
in　sentences　like（7a℃）is　quite　compatible　with　the　reductionist　approach　to　the　Binding
Condition（A）that　Zwart　originally　put　forth　and　its　apparent　incompatiblity　is　solely
due　to　the　specific　analysis　that　Zwart　adopts　with　respect　to　the　internal　stmcture　of　the
reflexive－antecedent　complex．It　is　also　shown　that　the　unavailability　ofsuch　coreference
interpretation　for　PBJR　is　not　incompa㌻ible　at　all　with　the　reductionistic　apProach．
　　Let　us　now　tum　to　the　passive　constructions．Here　as　we11，there　seem　to　be　two　groups
of　speakers．Take　a　look　at　the　following　paradigm，which　shows　that　the　passive
paradigm　seems　to　parallel　the　raising　paradigm．
（21）John　was　expected　by　himself　to　become　class　president（Zwart（2002：293））
（22）＊John　was　believed　to　have　left　by　himself（Baker，Johnson，＆Roberts（1989：
　　　　227））
Since　the　underlying　syntactic　position　of　passive勿一phrases　is　unclear，we　cannot　give
adetailedanalysis，butthe・rigin・ftheθ一r・1ethatthe勿一phrasesbearisclear：it
originates　from　the　matrix　verbs（εゆ60云64in（21）and661iωθ4in（22））．Thus，we　have
the　rough　con：figuration　in　（23）．
（23）Passive　configuration
　　　　（＊）．．．αi．．．reflexivei．．．ti。．．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　（θ一position）　（θ一position）
For　those　speakers　who　allow　coreference　interpretation　as　in（21），the　constraint　in（18）
1s　not　operative，so　that　the　following　derivation　is　available．First，the　reflexive－anteced．
ent　complex　appears　in　the　position　indicated　by　t、in（23），where　theθ一role　it　receives
is　ultimately　assigned　not　to　the　reflexive　pronoun　but　to　its　antecedent．At　a　later　stage
ofthe　derivation，the　complex　raises　to　the　position　indicated　by　reflexivei　in（23），where
lt　recelves　a　newθ一role，which　is　ultimately　assigned　to　the　reflexive　pronom．
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　　For　thos6speakers　who　disallow　coreference　interpretation　as　in（22），the　constraint
in（18）is　operative。Then，the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　must　be　introduced　into　the
position　indicated　by　reflexivei　in（23）：otherwise，the　reflexive　pronoun（e．g．，（勿）
h勉s6グin（22））could　not　receive　the　agentθ一role．Subsequent　movement　of　the　anteced－
ent　would　have　to　aim　at　theθ一position　indicated　by　ti．This　is　an　instance　of　downward
movement，and　is　excluded　by　the　Extension　Condition．Therefore，the　configuration（23）
is　unavailable　for　those　who　have　the　constraint　in（18）．
　　In　sum，both　the　availability　and　unavailability　of　coreference　interpretation　in　raising
and　passive　constmctions　may　be　incompatible　with　the　specific　proposal　that　Zwart
adopts　to　the　effect　that　the　reflexive　pronoun　heads　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex，
but　once　such　a　proposal　is　thrown　away，they　accords　well　with　the　reductionist
approach　to　the　Binding　Condition（A）．
3．Some　consequences
　　The　configuration　given　in（23）for　passive　constructions　and　the　one　in（9）for　raising
constructions　can　be　generalized　as　in（24）．
（24）A－movement　configuration
　　　　（＊）．．．αi．．．reflexivei．．．ti．．．
　　　　　　　　　　　　（θ一Position）　（θ一Position）
The　validity　of　this　generalization　is　indicated　by　the　dialectal　variation　of　the　following
S！7魏6－COnStrUCtiOn．
（25）Luciei　strikes　herselfi　as　clever（Reinhart＆Reuland（1993：704））
（26）a．＊Ii　strike　myselfi　as　pompous（Posta1（1971：47））
　　　　b．＊theyi　strike　themselvesi　as　smart（Baker，Johnson，＆Roberts（1989：227））
This　is　because　the　s17伽一constmction　involves　A－movement　as　shown　in（27）．
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（27） 　　　　　TP
αi　　　　　VP
　　reflexivei　　　V’
　　　　　（θ）
　　　　　　　　　strike
ti
（θ）
SC
as．．．
Those　speakers　that　lack　the　constraint　in（18）allow　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex
to　be　introduced　into　the　position　indicated　by　ti　in（27），where　the　assignedθ一role　is
ultimately　given　not　to　the　reflexive　pronounbut　to　its　antecedent．Subsequentmovement
of　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex　to　the　specifier　position　ofs師h6allowsthe　experien－
cer　θ一role　of　the　verb　to　be　assigned　to　the　reflexive　pronoun．In　contrast，such　a
derivation　is　unavailable　for　those　who　have　the　constraint　in（18），and　as　a　consequence，
sentences　like　（26a，b）can　never　be　generated．
　　Interestingly，not　only　the　speakers　that　lack　the　constraint　in（18）but　also　those　who
have（18）exclude　coreference　interpretation　in　sentences　like　（28－30）．3
（28）＊John　seems　to　many　friends　of　himself　to　be　a　nice　guy
（29）＊John　was　expected　by　many　friends　of　himself　to　be　class　president
（30）＊John　strikes　many　friends　of　himself　as　clever
This　phenomenon　is　exactly　what　our　analysis　predicts．First　of　a11，the　fact　that　these
sentences　are　ungrammatical　for　those　speakers　who　have　the　constraint　in（18）deserves
no　special　commentation，because　initial　introduction　of　the　reflexive－antecedent　com、
Plexint・thesyntacticp・siti・nsindicatedbyhズ形sみin（28－30）necessarilyleadst・the
ungrammatica1，non－upward　movement　of　the　complex　into　the　embeddedθ一position
（i・e・，thesubjectp・siti・ns・ftheSCsheadedbyα競69刎n（28），61αss郷吻！in（29），
andαs　olω67in（30）．The　real　question　is　why　these　sentences　are　ungrammatical　for
3Theungrammaticality・f（28）isc・nfimedbyDavidLebeaux（pers・nalc・mmunicati・n），wh。judges
sentences　like（i）to　be　grammatica1．
　　（i）John　seems　to　himself　to　be　a　nice　guy
Anda11・fthesentencesin（28－30）arejudgedt・beungrammaticalbythenativespeakers。fEnglishI
consulted，among　whom　exists　a　speaker　who　judges（i）to　be　grammaticaL
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those　speakers　who，1acking　the　constraint　in（18），allow　sentences　like（7a－c）．The
minimal　difference　between（7a－c）／（21）／（25）and（28－30）is　that　the　reflexive　pronom
itself　serves　as　the　theme　role　of　s68窺，passive　predicate，and　s漉舵in（7a－c）but　not　in
（28－30）：
（31）Speakers　who　have　the　constraint　in（18）
　　　　a．．．．αi．．．reflexivel．．．ti．．．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（θ）　　　（θ）
　　　　b．＊＿αi．．．［Dp．．．reflexivei．．．］，．．ti．．．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（θ〉　　　（θ）
As　will　be　clear　from　the　rough　stmcture　in（31b），movement　from　the　position　indicated
by　ti　to　the　position　indicated　by　reflexive　is　impossible，because　it，being　an　instance　of
sideward　movment，does　not　meet　the　Extension　Condition．
　　To　summarize，our　analysis　in　terms　of　the　reductionistic　approach　to　the　Binding
Condition（A）originally　put　forth　by　Zwart　neatly　accounts　for　the　total　ungram－
maticality　of　the　configuration　in（31b）and　the　dialectal　variability　in　the　configuration
in　（31a）．
　　Before　closing　the　section，1et　us　show　that　the　traditional　versions　of　the　Binding
Condition（A）cannot　predict　that（28－30）1ack　coreference　interpretation．First，in　the
representational　version　of　the　Binding　Theory　such　as　Chomsky（1981，1986），the
accessible　subject　for　hジ郷6グisヵhn　in　the　matrix　Spec－TP，so　that　it　is　expected　that
雇7ns召グis　coreferential　with／6hη，contrary　to　fact．Second，the　derivational　version　of
the　Binding　Theory　put　forth　by　Lebeaux（1988，1991）and　Epstein，Groat，Kawashima，
＆Kitahara　（1998）　can　look　at　both　the　surface　relation　and　the　relation　established
during　the　course　of　the　derivation．If　the　Binding　Condition（A）apPlies　whenノ∂h％
occupies　the　subject　position　of　the　matrix　clause，it　can　interpret力hn　as　an　antecedent
of　h吻s6グ，contrary　to　fact．Third，the　thematic　approach　to　the　Binding　Theory
proposed　by　Reinhart＆Reuland（1993）also　allows　hi〃zs6グto　appear　in　these　positions，
contrary　to　fact，because　the　complement　positions　of　nominal　heads　such　asρジ6伽76and
ノンi6η4are　typical　positions　where　pronouns　and　reflexive　pronouns　freely　appear．
Finally，in　Zwart’s（2002）original　analysis　in　terms　of　extraction　of　the　antecedent
element　from　within　the　reflexive－antecedent　complexes，constmctions　like（28－30）are
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1eft　outside　the　scope　simply　because　he　considers　that　reflexive　pronouns　appearing
within　the　DPs　headed　by　so－called餌o劾7召nouns　are　not“true”reflexives　that　are
entitled　to　enjoy　the　reductionistic　analysis．
4．Conclusion
　　The　Binding　Condition（A）phenomena　observed　in　the　raising，passive，and　s17魏6－
constructions　are　interesting　in　that　their　systematic　account　is　unsuccessful　in　various
traditional　analyses：the　repres6ntational　analysis　by　Chomsky（1981，1986，1995），the
derivational　analysis（Lebeaux（1988，1991），Epstein，Groat，Kawashima，＆Kitahara
（1998）），the　thematic　analysis（Reinhart＆Reuland（1993）），the　reductionistic　analysis
（Zwart（2002））。However，it　is　shown　that　these　phenomena　aresystematically　explained
within　the　reductionistic　analysis　originally　putforth　byZwart，with　a　slight　modification
of　the　intemal　structure　of　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex．Since　this　modification　is
independent・fthec・reideas・fthereducti・nisticanalysis，・uranalysisgivessupP・rtt。
such　an　analysis．
＊The　data　and　their　analysis　presented　here　originally　appeared　in　Chapter4，Section4．3in　Tomizawa
（2003）・wheretheywerepresentedassupP・rtingevidencef・rthereducti・nistapPr・acht・theBinding
C・nditi・n（A）Ipr・P・sedindependently・fZwart’s（2002）analysis．H・wever，myanalysis・ftheBinding
Condition（A）undergoes　modification　later（Tomizawa（in　preparation）），and　the　analysis　of　the　data
in　question　plays　no　cmcial　role　there．Since　the　data　themselves　are　interesting　and　their　analysis　is
worth　noting，the　discussion　is　reproduced　here　in　a　completely　restructured　organization．I　would　like
to　thank　Tadao　Mamta，Tom　Suzuki，David　Lebeaux，Mark　Anthony，and　Stephen　Ryanfor　comments
at　early　stages　of　the　research．
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Naoto　TOMIZAWA
　　The　Binding　Condition（A）phenomena　observed　in　the　raising，passive，and　s渉7伽一
constructions　are　interesting　in　that　their　systematic　account　is　unsuccessful　in　various
traditional　analyses：the　representational　analysis　by　Chomsky（1981，1986，1995），the
derivational　analysis（Lebeaux（1988，1991），Epstein，Groat，Kawashima，＆Kitahara
（1998）），the　thematic　analysis（Reinhart＆Reuland（1993）），the　reductionistic　analysis
（Zwart（2002））。This　paper　showsthatwith　a　slightmodification　ofthe　internal　structure
of　the　reflexive－antecedent　complex，the　Binding　phenomena　in　these　constmctions　are
neatly　explained　within　the　reductionistic　approach　originally　put　forth　by　Zwart，where
the　anaphoric　relation　holding　between　a　reflexive　pronoun　and　its　antecedent　is　argued
to　be　due　to　their　complex　constituent　formation　at　an　early　stage　of　the　relevant
derivation．Since　this　modification　is　independent　of　the　core　ideas　of　the　reductionistic
analysis，・uranalysisgivesindependentsupP・rtt・suchanapPr・ach．
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